#29391 added a useful badge that shows the status of the version. I think it would be nice to have the badge on Issue pages as well.

Currently, it is a bit hard to tell at a glance whether an issue is closed. Adding the badge can resolve the problem.

badge-on-issue.png

Bugzilla has a similar badge.

bugzilla-badge.png

Related issues:
- Related to Redmine - Patch #29391: Show version status in Roadmap and Version pages added
- Related to Redmine - Feature #33153: UI feature to quickly change issue status

I like the idea!

What do you think if we combine this with #33153 and show the status as a dropdown badge with a quick way to change the status?
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Marius BALTEANU wrote:

What do you think if we combine this with #33153 and show the status as a dropdown badge with a quick way to change the status?

I think it is really nice! My original request will be met if closed statuses have a different appearance than open statuses, like closed and open versions.
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- Related to Feature #33153: UI feature to quickly change issue status added
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